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ABSTRACT 

The high cost exacerbates the inherent resource constraint problem in MANETs especially in multimedia wireless applications.  
To offer high anonymity protection at a low cost, I propose an anonymous efficient routing protocol which dynamically partitions 
the network field into zones and randomly chooses nodes in zones as intermediate relay nodes, which form a non traceable 
anonymous route. Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (MANETs) use anonymous routing protocols that hide node identities and/or routes 
from outside observers in order to provide anonymity protection.  However existing anonymous routing protocols relying on either 
hop by hop encryption or redundant traffic, either generate high cost or cannot provided full anonymity protection to data 
sources, destination, and routes. We achieve better route anonymity protection and lower cost compared to other anonymous 
routing protocols. 
KEYWORDS: Mobile ad hoc networks, anonymity, routing protocol. 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Mobile Ad-Hoc Network is a self configuring infrastructure less network of mobile devices connected by wireless.  Ad hoc 
is Latin and means “for this purpose”.  Each device in a MANET is free to move independently in any direction, and will 
therefore change its links to other devices frequently.  Each must forward traffic unrelated to its own use, and therefore be 
a router.  The primary challenge in building a MANET is equipping each device to continuously maintain the 
information required to properly route traffic.  Such networks may operate by themselves or may be connected to the 
larger Internet.  A mobile Ad hoc network (MANET) is a system of wireless mobile nodes that dynamically self-organize 
in arbitrary and temporary network topologies. In Mob ad hoc network, nodes can directly communicate with all other 
nodes within their radio ranges; whereas nodes that not in the direct communication range use intermediate nodes that 
have participated in the communication automatically form a wireless network, therefore this kind of wireless network 
can be viewed as mobile ad hoc network. 
 
2.EXISTING SYSTEM 
Existing anonymity routing protocols in MANETs can be mainly classified into two categories: hop-by-hop encryption 
and redundant traffic. Most of the current approaches are limited by focusing on enforcing anonymity at a heavy cost to 
precious resources because public key-based encryption and high traffic generate significantly high cost. In addition, 
many approaches cannot provide all of the forementioned anonymity protections. Many anonymity routing algorithms are 
based on the geographic routing protocol (e.g., Greedy Perimeter Stateless Routing (GPSR)) that greedily forwards as 
packet to the node closest to the destination. However, the protocol’s strict relay node selection makes it easy to reveal the 
source and destination and to analyze traffic. 
 
3.DISADVANTAGES OF EXISTING SYSTEM 
Limited resource is an inherent problem in MANETs. In which each node labors under an energy constraint.  MANETs’ 
complex routing and stringent channel resource constraints impose strict limits on the system capacity. Further, the recent 
increasing growth of multimedia applications (e.g., video transmission) imposes higher requirement of routing efficiency 
Existing anonymous routing protocols generate a significantly high cost Unable to give complete security. More 
complexity  
 
4. PROPOSED SYSTEM 
In order to provide high anonymity protection (for sources, destination, and route) with low cost, we propose an 
Anonymous Routing protocol (ARP). ARP dynamically partitions a network field into zones and randomly chooses nodes 
as intermediate relay nodes, which form a non- traceable anonymous route. Specifically, in each routing step, a data 
sender or forwarder partitions the         network field in order to separate itself and the destination into two zones. It then 
randomly chooses a node in the other zone as the next relay node and uses the GPSR algorithm to send the data to the 
relay node.  In the last step, the data is broadcasted to k nodes in the destination zone, providing k-anonymity to the 
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destination. In addition, ARP has a strategy to hide the data initiator among a number of initiators to strengthen the 
anonymity protection of the source. ARP is also resilient to intersection attacks and timing attacks. In this Project we 
Analyze ARP in terms of anonymity and efficiency. We also conducted experiments to evaluate the performance of ARP 
in comparison with other anonymity and geographic routing protocols.  
 
5. ADVANTAGES OF PROPOSED SYSTEM 
ARP   provides route anonymity, identity, and location anonymity of source and destination. ARP mainly uses 
randomized routing of one message copy to provide anonymity protection. ARP has a strategy to effectively counter 
intersection attacks. ARP can also avoid timing attacks because of its non-fixed routing paths for a source destination 
pair. To evaluate ARP’s performance in comparison with other anonymous protocols. 
 
6. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

 
  
7. SYSTEM MODEL AND DESIGN GOALS 
7.1 ROUTING protocols for MANETs 
Proactive routing protocols 
  Every node in the network has one or more routes to any possible destination in its routing table at any given time. 
Reactive routing protocol 
  Every node in the network obtains a route to a destination on a demand fashion.  Reactive protocols do not maintain 
up-to-date routes to any destination in the network and do not generally exchange any periodic control messages. 
Hybrid routing protocol 
Every node acts reactively in the region close to its proximity and proactively outside of that region, or zone. 
7.2 ATTACK MODELS AND ASSUMPTIONS 
The location of a message’s sender may be revealed by merely exposing the transmission direction.  Therefore, an 
anonymous communication protocol that can provide un traceability is needed to strictly ensure the anonymity of the 
sender when the sender communicates with the other side of the field. A malicious observer may also try to detect 
destination nodes through traffic analysis by launching an intersection attack. Therefore, the destination node also needs 
the protection of anonymity.  In this work, the attackers can be battery powered nodes that passively receive network 
packets and detect activities in their vicinity. the assumption below apply to both inside and outside attackers. 
In capabilities 
Their computing resources are not unlimited; thus, both symmetric and public//private key cannot be brutally decrypted 
within a reasonable time period. Therefore, encrypted data are secure to a certain degree when the key is not known to the 
attackers. In this design, the tradeoff   is the anonymity protection degree and transmission delay. A larger number of 
hierarchies generate more routing hops, which increases anonymity degree but also increases the delay.   
7.3 NETWORK MODELS 
We use two different network models, random way point model and group mobility model. With the random way point 
model as the default setting, comparing the performance with the group mobility model.  In the group mobility model, We 
set the movement range of each group to 150 m with 10 groups and to 200m with five groups. 
7.4 Parameters 
The tests   were   carried out   on NS-2.29  simulator  using 802.11 as the MAC protocol with  a standard wireless 
transmission range  of 250 m and  UDP/CBR traffic [31] with a packet  size of 512 bytes.  The test field in our 
experiment was set to a 1;000 m    1;000 m area  with  200 nodes  moving at a speed  of 2 m/s, unless  otherwise 
specified. The density was set to 50, 100, 150, and 200 nodes per square meters. The duration of  each  simulation was  
set  to  100 s  unless otherwise indicated. The number of pairs of S-D communication nodes was set to 10 and S-D pairs 
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are randomly generated. S sends a packet to D at an interval of 2 s. The final results are the average of results of 30 runs.  
The confidence interval can be thus calculated from different runs   and   are   shown when   necessary.   
 
8. SCHEME DESCRIPTION 
8.1 The number of actual participating nodes. 
These nodes include RFs and relay nodes that actually participate in routing. This metric demonstrates the ability of 
ARP’s randomized routing to   avoid   routing pattern detection. 
 
8.2 The number of random forwarders.  
This is the number of actual RFs in a S-D routing path.  It shows routing anonymity and efficiency. 
 
8.3 The number of remaining nodes in a destination zone. 
This is the number of original nodes remaining in a destination zone   after   a time   period.  A larger number provides 
higher anonymity protection to a destination and to counter the intersection attack. We measure this metric over time to 
show effectiveness on the destination anonymity protection. 
 
8.4 The number of hops per packet.  
This is measured as the accumulated routing hop counts divided by the number of packets sent which shows the efficiency 
of routing algorithms. 
 
8.5 Latency per packet.  
This  is the  average time  elapsed after  a  packet   is  sent  and  before  it  is  received.  It includes the time cost for 
routing and  cryptography. This  metric   reflects   the  latency   and   efficiency   of routing algorithms. 
 
8.6 Delivery rate.  
This is measured by the fraction   of packets that are successfully delivered to a destination. It shows the robustness of 
routing algorithms to adapt to mobile network environment. 
 
8.7 Routing Performance 
In this  experiment, we  evaluated the  routing performance of  ARP  compared with  GPSR, AO2P,  and  ALARM  in 
terms  of latency,  number of hops  per  packet,  and  delivery rate.  We also conducted tests with and without destination 
update in location service to show the routing performance of different methods.  In  our  experiment, for  GPSR,  if  a 
destination node  has moved away  from its original position without location   update, the  forwarding nodes   will  
continue  to forward the packet  to other  nodes  until  the routing path  length  reaches  a predefined TTL. The TTL was 
set to 10 in the experiments.  In  a  transmission  session,   if  the position of  a  packet’s   destination is  changed but  is  
not updated  in   the   location   service,   the   packet   may   not successfully reach  the destination. In summary, the 
experimental results exhibit  consistency with the theoretical analysis and show  that ARP achieves better  route  
anonymity protection compared with  existing anonymous routing protocols due  to its random relay node selection.  It 
has significantly lower  energy  consumption compared to AO2P and  ALARM, and  provides comparable routing 
efficiency  with  AO2P, ALARM, and  GPSR. 
 
9.CONCLUSION 
Previous anonymous routing protocols, relying on either hop-by-hop encryption or redundant traffic, generate high cost.  
Also, some protocols are unable to provide complete source and destination and route anonymity protection. This paper is 
distinguished by its low cost and anonymity protection for source and destination and routes.  It uses dynamic hierarchal 
zone partitions and random relay node selections to make it difficult for an intruder to detect the two end points and 
nodes en route. A packet in this includes the source and destination zones rather than their positions to provide 
anonymity protection to the source and the destination. 
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